Select Bibliography

This select bibliography is an attempt to draw together articles of interest to labor historians, in particular those concerned with Australian communism, which have appeared in the following publications: Communist Review (abbreviated to CR) during the period 1934-1966, that is from the first to the last issue; Australian Left Review (abbreviated to ALR) from the first issue, in 1966, to the last for 1970; Tribune, 1950-1970. In the case of the latter, the two-decade limitation is the result of an arbitrary decision on my part.

I have tried to extract from these publications material of the following kinds: biography (also political biography), memoirs, and articles which seek to contribute to the study of labor history.

Following the bibliography is a brief section comprising a list of people associated with the Australian labor movement, about whom biographical information, often in the form of obituaries (though not necessarily), is to be found in Tribune — to which the references apply. This data should be of considerable use for further checking.

AARONS, Eric.

“As I Saw the Sixties”, ALR, No. 27 (October-November 1970), pp. 60-73. Political biography. Important material regarding the influence of China on the author's political development.

BACON, E.A.

“How Communists (in peace and war) have battled Chauvinism”, Tribune, 18 November 1970, p. 8. Contains data on the role of the Communist Party in the Australian Army during World War II. It was prompted by a polemical article by Denis Freney (Tribune, 28 October 1970, p. 7). See also the brief rejoinder by Doug Olive (Tribune, 2 December 1970, p.4).

BARACCHI, G.


JEFFREY, Norman. Jeffrey was a foundation member of the CPA. In Tribune, 6 November 1957 (p.4), he discusses the impact upon himself and others of the news of the 1917 Russian revolution. See also his note on the Australian career of Artem Sergeyeff, Tribune, 27 March 1963, p.7.


"Capitalist Affiliations of ALP in NSW", CR, No. 266 (February 1964), pp.48-51. These two articles present a brief historical analysis of the ALP and its relationship with capitalism.


RAWLING, J.N. During 1939, Rawling edited and introduced a selection of items from the organ of the Democratic Association of Victoria (a section of the First International), _Australian International Monthly_. See _CR_, Vol. VI, Nos. 8 and 9, pp. 473-479, 557-562 respectively. In issue No. 10 that year, he included an extract from the Sydney journal _Stockwhip_ relating to the effect of the Paris Commune on Australia (pp. 621-626).


SALMON, Malcolm. "Gerald Griffin still 'measures up'", _Tribune_, 4 December 1968, p. 5. Recent reminiscences of Griffin, mainly on Kisch affair. See also Salmon's profile of Griffin in _ALR_, No. 1 (February-March 1969), pp. 50-57.
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AUSTRALIAN LEFT REVIEW—MARCH, 1971